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tury later, however, it differed markedly from the French physiologist's in
the role it assigned to cross-connecting links. For Golgi, the body's commu-
nications system worked as well as it did because it maximized the number
of connections among its dements. A structure in which each cell was joined
only to the center could never account for the nervous system's highly com-
plex behavior. Writing during the era of national unification, Golgi believed
that only a network could explain how a system functioned as a whole. The
fact rhat Lewes supported the neural-network model in the 1870s further
suggests that scientists' images of social bonds affected the way they saw
rhose in rhe body. The highly visible networks of the telegraph and the rail-
ways offered an accessible model for anyone trying to understand how vast
numbers of individuals could keep themselves informed and coordinate
their activities.

Ramon y Cajal's rejection of reticularism in the late 1880s, however,
proves that cultural influences never fully account for what scientists see.
The histologist's description of telegraph wires as a "grid" (a word that Ger-
lach, Golgi, and Lewes never use) indicates either a major change in cultural
perception or the action of an original mind. For the same reasons Golgi
favored a net, Ramon y Cajal favored a model based on the free association
of independent cells. Physiologically, this explained the nervous system's
tendency to maximize connections so that cells worked together in groups;
anatomically, it was what he observed. For Ramon y Cajal, any viable
model of the body's communications system must feature not just complex
patterns of connections but the right kind of connections, those that could
be formed and broken at any time depending upon the body's activities.
Could a web represent a cross-connected system that was not just complex
but dynamic? The Spanish histologist did not believe that it could.

Two decades before Ramon y Cajal overthrew the reticular model,
George Eliot created her own "fiction" of a communications net. Like the
Spanish scientist, Eliot carefully thought through the structures that might
be used to represent communication, and she envisioned complex patterns
of connections that could change from moment to moment. For Eliot,
whose "particular web" took shape as Gerlach was seeing networks in the
brain, the reticular image could explain ongoing changes as long as one
imagined a fluid, fluctuating mesh. Her consideration of dynamism in the
early 1870s suggests that creative writers, like scientists, base their models
both on cultural images and on original visions. Like the anatomists, Eliot
thought through society's "fictions" of communication and reworked them
to suit her own purposes.

-.

Chapter 3
The Webs of Middlemarch

In 1865, in a review of William Lecky's Rationalism in Europe, George
Eliot (1809-80) referred to "railways, steam-ships, and electric telegraphs,
which are demonstrating the inter-dependence of all human interests, and
making self-interest a duct for sympathy" ("Influence of Rationalism" 46).
To Eliot, railways and telegraphs represented the best of what rarionalism
could achieve. By facilitating communications, these growing networks
increased people's awareness of their connections to others. If people could
see themselves as cross-points in a social network instead of as isolated par-
ticles, they might overcome their intrinsic selfishness and develop rhe higher
moral quality of sympathy. In Eliot's eyes, one fostered sympathy through
knowledge and experience of others, and England's new communications
networks offered both.

The webs of Eliot's Middlemarch (1871-72) reflect this advocacy of com-
munication on many levels. Her vast knowledge of natural and physical sci-
ence helped to create its structure and imagery, and the novel's networks
recall both Gerlach's nerve net and Faraday's lines of force. In its plot, Mid-
dlemarch relies on social and economic connections that bind the living and
the dead, the reputable and the disreputable. Threads of gossip link charac-
ter to character and chapter to chapter, so that the novel's structure reflects
the bonds that hold society together (Beer; Shuttleworth; Stwertka). While
Middlemarch often depicts uncontrolled, unreliable, or obstructed commu-
nication, it celebrates the flow of information for the potential that it holds.
The novel offers the communications web as an epistemological and moral
model, suggesting that the securest knowledge and the finest life are those
richest in connections.

In exploring Eliot's representation of communications nets, I do not hope
to produce a complete, original reading of Middlemarch. Instead, I would
like to analyze Eliot's use of web imagery in order to compare her under-
standing of networks to that of contemporaneous scientists. My study of
Eliot's imagery reinforces Gillian Beer's and Sally Shuttleworth's fine read-
ings of Middlemarch, both of which relate Eliot's depiction of society to her
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knowledge of science. I will argue rhat Eliot, like the neuroscientists of the
18705, saw webs in their tissues not because the scientists influenced her but
because they all internalized the humming, ever-expanding communications
networks that they saw functioning around them.

The Problem of "Influence": Eliot and
Contemporary Science

Eliot's knowledge of science was formidable. Always self-motivated, she
systematically studied the most challenging scientific texts of her day and
undertook an "intensive self-education in physics" when she was only in her

early twenties (Brody, "'Pier-Glass' Image" 58). Eliot's biographer, Gordon
Haight, reports that she "read widely in mathematics, astronomy, chem-
istry, geology, entomology, phrenology-whatever she could lay hands on"
(29). While staying alone in Geneva in 1849, she went twice a week ro
physics lectures at the Athenee, including one by A. A. de la Rive (1801-73),
the inventor of electroplating (Haight 77). Electrochemistry especially inter-
ested her because of the relationships it revealed among different kinds of
natural forces.

Eliot greatly respected Michael Faraday's imagination and achievements,
and his discussions of the interdependence of physical forces intrigued her.
In 1850 she attended his lecture at the Royal Society on the magnetization
of oxygen (Haight 82). When Eliot published her first novel, Scenes of Cler-
ical Life (1857), she requested that copies be sent to eight prominent writ-
ers, among them Michael Faraday. The physicist wrote to thank her, and
Lewes claimed that she "treasured Faraday's letter beside that of Dickens"
(Haight 251). Haight believes Lewes exaggerated and finds her choice of
Faraday "most difficult to account for" (251,246). It is not at all difficult to

explain, however, if one considers all the discussions of influences forces,
and lines in Victorian science and culture. '

As editor of the Westminster Review in the 1850s, Eliot not only solicited
articles covering all areas of science, but "her responsibility [was] to link the
contnbuttons of various authors together" (Haight 98). An energetic
thinker and a demanding dit EI· d scienti , . . h h. . e lor, iot peruse scientific writing wtt t e
same critical eye she cast fieri Sh .. . upon cnon. e met and corresponded With her
scientific contributors '. hei. ' questioning t err arguments and their phrasing as
she did those of writers f h fi Id Irom ot er e s. One might say that this journa
was her first web in whi h h .

, 1C er extraordmary mind spun the essential coo-
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nections. Ir was while editing the Westminster Review that Eliot met George
Henry Lewes in 1852 (Haight 128).

Eliot and the physiological psychologist Lewes became partners in every
sense, sharing all aspects of their research and writing. As two of the most
highly respected intellectuals in nineteenth-century British society, they per-
sonally knew the most prominent English scientists, including Charles Dar-
win (1809-82), Herbert Spencer, and physicist John Tyndall. While
immersed in their creative and scientific projects, Lewes and Eliot read
aloud to each other and grappled with the same scientific and philosophical
problems. Eliot's fluency in German proved valuable in negotiating scientific
texts, since German scientists dominated neuroanatomy and neurophysiol-
ogy from the 1840s onward. In July 1871, while Eliot was writing Middle-
march, she wrote in her journal, "every evening I read a German book of
difficult science to my husband" (McCarthy 811). One such volume (which
Eliot reports having read in February 1868) was Helmholtz's textbook on
acoustics. Eliot and Lewes owned Helmholtz's popular scientific lectures, in
German, as well as DuBois-Reymond's Animal Electricity.

By the time Eliot wrote Middlemarch, she knew a great deal about com-
munication in the nervous system. Lewes was studying the brain as she was
writing the novel, and she rook an active parr in his investigations, learning
so that she could discuss key issues with him. As early as 1855 she had writ-
ten, "I am trying to fix some knowledge about plexuses and ganglia in my
soft brain" (Greenberg 33). On 13 and 14 April, 1870, while Lewes was
talking to Meynert in Vienna, Lewes noted in his journal: "went over the
brain with Polly ... lesson on the brain to Polly" (Eliot, George Eliot Letters
5: 90). This instruction seems to have fed an ongoing interest, for Eliot wrote
that in May 1870, during a visit to Oxford, "Dr. Rolleston dissected a brain
for me" (George Eliot Letters 5: 100). While Eliot was writing Middlemarch,
she was hearing of nets, continuity, and the folly of attributing actions to

individual cells. Although Lewes has sometimes been credited as the source
of Eliot's scientific metaphors, however, they are the products of her own
creative and analytical mind.' Indeed, it is likely that Eliot knew much more
about physics than he did (Brody, "Physics in Middlemarch" 44).

As an analytical and creative writer, Eliot thought actively about her use
of language, proposing in Middlemarch that "images are the brood of
desire" (222). In Fragments of Science for Unscientific People, John Tyndall
wrote that "we observe facts and store them up; the constructive imagina-
tion broods upon these memories, tries to discern their interdependence and
weave them to an organic whole" (Tyndall 1: 353). Tyndall uses "brood" as
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a verb, an activity the imagination performs, whereas Eliot uses it as a noun,
the offspring of desire. Their assertions are closely related, however, in their
stress on the creative work of the imagination. Both Eliot and Tyndall, a
successful experimental physicist, believed that good thinking relied on
interwoven, interconnected images. Many critics have noticed that there is a
"science" to Eliot's imagery.? Just as scientists rely upon "fictions," small-
scale models that convey their visions of complex systems, Eliot used web
imagery to help her readers visualize a social system and the innumerable
lines of force that made it work.

Because both science and literature arise from our desires to know and
communicate perceptions, it is hardly surprising that within any given cul-
ture, these desires should produce some of the same images. Like the scien-
tists, Eliot was inspired by the spreading communications networks she saw
around her. Because debates about railways and telegraphs offered so many
images of lines and webs, scientists from very different fields began using
these images in their struggles to articulate theories of magnetism, electric-
ity, and nerve-impulse transmission. It would be a great mistake to conceive
of the scientific "influence" on Eliot as a unilateral flow or to ask where she
"got" a particular metaphor. With her writing, her editing, and her inspired
conversation, Eliot gave to scientific discourse as much as she got. Her web
images, like those of the scientists, emerged from exchanges with other
minds.

"A Good Thing": The Growth of the British
Roi1way Network

Eliot's praise of the railway echoes the statements of its strongest advocates.
While opponents of the railway system deplored its fragmentation of lands,
l~S supporters presented it as a binding force, a much-needed communica-
tions net with endless potential to do good. In a biography of George
Stephenson, the self-taught engineer who designed England's first locomo-
tives and lines, Samuel Smiles upholds the railways as "a system ... to rev-
olutionize the internal communications of the world" (206). He presented
Stephenson as a visionary hero who had triumphed over ignorance and
greed. As a "great me f . 1 ' , , 'Ians a socia Inter-communIcatIOn" wrote Smi es
"[the railways] are felt to enter into almost all relations between man and
man" (iv). Just as Samuel Morse presented his telegraph as a promoter of
world peace Smiles promised th b "bri ,..' at y nngmg nations into closer cornmu-
rucanon ... [the railways] db' ,. bi dmay ten to a ate national anripathies and In
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together more closely the great families of mankind" (v). In 1857 Eliot read
the Stephenson biography with "real profit and pleasure" lJumeau 412).

Like Eliot, Smiles used images of physical bonds to describe the dynamic
new web that made people aware of their neighbors. Railroads, he wrote,
were "drawing the ends of the earth together," and he predicted that "Lon-
don [would] probably be connected by an iron band of railroads with Cal-
cutta, the capital of our Eastern Empire (318, iv). Stephenson's son Robert,
president of the Institute of Civil Engineers, declared that between 1830 and
1855 the British had laid enough railway lines to "put a girdle round about
the earth" (Smiles 516).
It is highly significant that Smiles and other advocates of the railways

compared their development to the discovery of movable type. In his 1851
history of the English railway, John Francis called the railroad "a power only
to be classed with the invention of printing" (1: 65). Like Charles Babbage,
who shared their interest in England's new lines of communication, Smiles
and Francis upheld printing as the ultimate civilizing tool. Except for print-
ing, claimed Smiles, no other invention had ever done so much to transform
society. The parallel between Stephenson's locomotives and Gutenburg's
press, however, runs much deeper than a loose association of the two as civ-
ilizing forces. As so many midcentury writers observed, both the railway and
the printing press facilitated the spread of information, for they "brought
towns and villages into communication with each other" (Smiles 318).

By the late eighteenth century, this communication was sorely needed.
After James Watt developed an efficient steam engine in 1769, rapid indus-
trial growth created an enormous demand for coal. Since medieval times,
resourceful miners had constructed makeshift tramways to move their are
down from the hills (Schivelbusch 4). Eighteenth-century engineers found
that preconsrructed tracks laid over short distances allowed horses to pull
much heavier loads, speeding the rransfer of ore to other modes of trans-
portation. At first, however, a network of interconnecting waterways had
seemed to offer the best means for moving coal to factories and goods to
markets. During the last three decades of the eighteenth century, engineers
dug numerous canals connecting England's navigable rivers, along which
coal and factory goods could be moved. The canal system, however, proved
insufficient as the volume of coal cotton and manufactured goods increased., ,
By the 1820s, it often took longer to transport cotton from Liverpool to
Manchester than from the United States to Liverpool, and when the canals
froze in winter, "communication was entirely stopped" (Smiles 175).

Frustrated merchants and manufacturers began to advocate a horse-
drawn tramway system like that used in the mines, but engineer George
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Stephenson spoke of a "wonderful machine that was to supersede horses"
(Smiles 185). From the time that the steam engine was invented, engineers
had proposed using it to produce movement, and a steam carriage was
exhibited in Edinburgh as early as 1787 (Francis 1: 48). It took decades,
however, before engineers produced locomotives that could pull heavy
loads over significant distances.

From the 1820s onward, railway lines sprang up piecemeal, at first con-
necting major mining centers with ports and industrial cities and later con-
necting these cities and lines with one another. The Stockton and Darling-
ton Railway, England's first public line, linked the Darlington coalfields
with the port of Stockton eight miles away. When it opened in 1825, its cars
were moved by horse rather than by locomotive. Stephenson, who surveyed
and designed the line, had not thought that passengers would want to use it,
but in October 1825 he added a special car, "The Experiment," exclusively
for riders (Smiles 200-201). It proved popular.

The thirty-mile Liverpool-Manchester line, also engineered by Stephen-
son, was designed for locomotive power alone (New Encyclopedia Britan-
nica 28: 794). When it opened on 15 September, 1830, one eminent passen-
ger was struck by an oncoming train and later died, but the railway linking
one of England's largest ports with its biggest manufacturing city was oth-
erwise an unqualified success (Smiles 304-7). Thanks to the railway, trans-
port time from Liverpool to Manchester dropped from thirty-six hours to
one hour and forty-five minutes, and it was soon carrying twelve hundred
passengers per day (Lorenz 21; Smiles 307).
For most investors, the railways proved lucrative from the beginning.

The Stockton and Darlington paid 15 percent, and despite periodic "pan-
ics" caused by fraud and unchecked growth, businessmen clamored to con-
struct new lines and to have their cities "connected." By the time Helmholtz
and DuBois-Reymond conducted their experiments in the late 1840s, British
and European railways had corne "to resemble a web connecting all
significant centers of population" (O'Brien 182).

By the 1840s, burgeoning railway networks had changed the way Euro-
peans viewed time and space.' Because most trains moved three times as fast
as stagecoaches, cities connected to the network in the 1830s suddenly
found that the distances separating them had "shrunk" to a third of their
former size (Schivelbusch 33-34). Besides altering the overall significance of
spaces, railway construction affected the physical appearance of the land.
Built for profit and laid with great rapidity, railway lines altered landscapes
a~d cityscapes, usually for the worse. To minimize friction, British engineers
tried to keep their lines level whenever possible. On low-lying ground, they
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laid tracks along raised embankments, and when they encountered hills,
they simply cut through the offending obstacles." The new railway lines
were thus painfully visible, and many travelers complained that they had
"lost contact with the landscape" (Simmons 19-20; Schivelbusch 23). To
many people of the 1830s and 1840s, these lines seemed like slashes across
the face of the country. They divided estates, plowed through historic sites,
and penetrated ancient city walls (Simmons 155). Disturbing city dwellers
as much as country dwellers, the "gigantic geometrical brush-strokes" of
engineers threatened to make all places look alike (Schivelbusch 179).
Not surprisingly, the first to oppose the railways were the canal owners,

who saw immediately that the new mode of transportation threatened their
livelihood. Mobilizing quickly, they circulated pamphlets to turn the public
against the new communications system. Locomotives, they warned, would
pollute the air so that birds would drop out of the sky. The sparks they
threw would ignite the houses they passed, and their boilers would burst,
killing all of their passengers (Francis 101-2; Smiles 218). Early opponents
of the railway directed themselves particularly to the poor, who by the
1830s were all too willing to believe that technological developments would
alter their lives for the worse. Incited by canal owners and by their land-
lords, pitchfork-wielding peasants attacked surveyors and drove them out
of their districts. In one case, a group of miners threatened to throw a sur-
veyor into a pit (Smiles 177). Surveyors and engineers persisted, in some
cases performing their tasks by night, but opposition to the railways
remained fierce throughout the 1830s.
The best-organized and most vociferous enemies of the railways were the

landed gentry, who warned that the locomotive would be "the greatest nui-
sance, the most complete disturbance of quiet and comfort in all parts of the
kingdom" (Francis 1: 120). When a bill approving the London-Birmingham
line reached parliament in 1832, it passed the House of Commons easily,
but seven-eighths of the landowners in the House of Lords voted against it.
If railroad companies had their way, they argued, "game would cease to be,
and ... agricultural communication would be lost; ... not a field existed but
what would be split and divided" (Francis 1: 174). Many of the landown-
ers' objections reflected their aristocratic stress on inherited memories and
traditions-as opposed to commercial success-as the basis of identity and
social position. One protester declared that "scenes and spots which are
replete with associations of great men and great deeds, cannot be pecuniar-
ily paid for .... Homes in which boyhood, manhood, and age have been
passed, carry recollections which are almosr hallowed" (Francis 1: 186-87).
In many cases, hypocritical landowners voiced such objections merely to

I
I
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exact a higher price for their lands, for those who held out stood to win
three or four times the figure originally offered (Smiles 331-32; Francis 1:
187-88). Most, however, were genuinely offended at the thought of lines
cutting across their estates.

Almost all objections to the railways in England focused on their viola-
tion of privacy and private property. Despite dire warnings about pollution
and noise, the railways drew the sharpest protest not when they first
employed locomotives but when they began to carry passengers (Simmons
146). Open to the public, they brought travelers into contact with one
another as they had never been before. In more ways than one, the railways
were the great equalizer. Extolling the British railway in 1851, John Francis
boasted, "it purchases; it sells; it equalizes prices; it destroys monopoly; it
places the poorest tradesman on a level with the wealthiest speculator ....
it is controlled and controllable by all" (2: 280).

Not everyone, though, approved of the new connections among people
that the railways promised to establish. Well-to-do riders feared being shut
up in a compartment with a madman or a diseased person (Schivelbusch
80-84; Simmons 16). While the railways may have brought people together
physically, they never became the "technical guarantor of democracy" that
writers like Francis had hoped they would be (Schivelbusch 70). Unlike the
If-shaped interiors of eighteenth-century stagecoaches, which encouraged
conversation among passengers, the European railway compartment offered
physical proximity that was no longer desirable. Embarrassed, afraid to
meet each other's eyes, nineteenth-century middle-class passengers wanted
only to reach their destinations as quickly as possible, and they usually read
to avoid unwanted interactions (Schivelbusch 73-76). While the railways
encouraged recreational and business travel, a cultural demand for privacy
kept them from creating the instantaneous bonds of sympathy for which
their advocates had hoped.

As Britain's railway network grew, the cultural and economic value of
privacy became an issue not just in its design but in its management. By the
late 1830s, the rapidly expanding system showed a need for centralized gov-
ernance, and public opinion demanded that "these lines of communication
must be placed under undivided control and authority" (Schivelbusch 28).
Despite its resemblance to a living network, the British railway system of the
18305 was not a "unified entity" but a "multitude of individual lines, iso-
lated, working without coordination" (Schivelbusch 29). Nothing could
have been further from the organic unity of Diderot's web of nerves.

Just who was to control the railways became a hotly contested issue. In
France the governme t If·' h' net construction to private contractors, but t e sys-
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tern itself was always regarded as a government matter. British railway com-
panies, however, were originally controlled only by their shareholders in
commerce and trade (O'Brien 29). By 1832, the railways had begun out-
competing privately contracted postal carriers at delivering mail, and while
debating a host of other social reforms, parliament decided that railway
travel was a form of communication and vowed to tax it (Francis 1: 212,
283). For decades, the battle raged. Railway companies argued-as the
landowners once had-that "the railroad was formed by private enterprise
and maintained by private individuals" (Francis 1: 285). The government,
on the other hand, wanted to control what it viewed as a national commu-
nications system. Both claimed to have only the public good in mind. In the
end, Prime Minister Robert Peel settled the matter by insisting that if the
landowners had sacrificed the right of private property for the public good,
then the railway owners would have to do the same (Francis 1: 286). The
organic web that railway advocates envisioned achieved its unity only
through a long, costly struggle against the conflicting cultural values of pri-
vate property and private space.

In 1849, "Railway King" George Hudson became the focus of public
hostility toward the railway companies. Fat, loud, and eager for publicity,
Hudson proved the perfect subject for caricaturists and became the first
middle-class Briton easily recognizable as the result of a media campaign
(Simmons 147). In a cartoon entitled "How He Reigned and How He Miz-
zled," Alfred Crowquill depicted Hudson at the center of an enormous spi-
derweb in which a number of flies are struggling. Unlike Diderot's eigh-
teenth-century spider, Hudson appears to be immobilized, perhaps caught
in his own web (Simmons 147). His limbs are spread-eagled, and the
filaments emerge from his back in such a way that if he moves-if he can
move at all-he will destroy the network. Caught in his own web, he resem-
bles the trapped flies more than he does a spider.' The caption reads, "He
does an extraordinary number of lines!!"

The contrast between Diderot's and Croquill's images suggests the vast
differences between eighteenth- and nineteenth-century understandings of
networks, both technological and organic. Very much in control of her
dense web of nerves, Dideror's spider operates an intelligence system that
can be seen as an extension of her own body. Crowquill's drawing, on the
other hand, depicts the spider as trapped, incompetent. Where Diderot's
web empowers, Crowquill's web restricts. It is a network that is out of con-
trol. It is a network that controls.

Like nineteenth-century scientists, Victorian writers observing the
growth of communications networks saw both their potential to empower
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Above, Alfred Crowquill's caricature of George Hudson,
Below, A, E, Brehm's drawing of Tetragnatha extensa. (From
Jack Simmons, The Victorian Railway [New York: Thames
and Hudsou, 1991, Ill. 43] and A, E. Brehm, lllustriertes
Thierleben: Eine allgemeine Kunde des Thierreichs [Bil-
burghauseu: Verlag des Bibliographischen Instituts 1869]
6: 580.) , ,

and their potential t B fferi b. 0 entrap. y 0 enng new connections, these we s
promised to liberar ' di id I h d
h

- e In lVI ua s W 0 led restricted lives. On the other han ,
t e new connections . I d' h . . id IVIO ate pnvate sp eres ensuring that indivi ua s
would be accessible a d Id b k '. '. n cou e Down In disturbing new ways.

While George Eliot deni h 'I d ' '. eprcts t e cal roa 10a more positive light, her wrtt-
mgs as a whole refle t Vi .c ictonan ambivalence toward the railways. As an
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eleven-year-old girl, she would have heard local reports about railway
workers surveying the London-Birmingham line, and she may have wit-
nessed the surveyors' activity-and local opposition to it-when workers
passed through her district in 1831IJumeau 411). While working as a civil
engineer, Eliot's lifelong friend Herbert Spencer had helped to design this
same line (Haight 111). Later in Eliot's life, when her writing had made her
wealthy, her business manager, John Cross, invested much of her income in
railways and other public utilities (Haight 458).

Eliot's letters and journals reveal the ways in which railway travel was
affecting all Victorians' lives. Eliot's journeys with Lewes between London
and the countryside were conducted entirely by railway, as were most of
their trips through Europe. While she benefited from the travel opportuni-
ties that the railways provided, she dreaded the "fatigue and excitement of
a long railway journey" (Cross 3: 92). Eliot sympathized with Dickens, who
she believed never fully recovered from the railway accident he suffered in
1865. In the spring of 1870, shortly before Dickens's death, she wrote to
John Blackwood that "the constant journeys by express train must con-
tribute to the terrible wear and tear of his work" (George Eliot Letters 5:
82). Like the physicians of her day, Eliot feared that the jolts and jarrings of
the nation's new communications system took a toll on the body's own net-
work of nerves.

She could see that when peaceful resorts were connected to the railways,
they were sometimes overrun with people. In 1868, Eliot mourned the way
that Torquay was being built up and wrote that "we are afraid of being
entangled in excursion trains" (Cross 3: 26). As her popularity grew, she
found that isolation could be a blessing, and she rejoiced that her temporary
home in Surrey was four and a half miles from any railway station (Cross 3:
74). In August 1871, when she was completing Middlemarch, she com-
mented that "the train rushes by every now and then to make one more glad
of the usual silence" (Cross 3: 102).

Exhausting and irritating as they could be, however, the railways facili-
tated the flow of information, a fact all too apparent to a voracious reader
like Eliot. Because reading on trains was almost obligatory, bookstalls and
lending libraries began offering romans de gare from the 1840s onward
(Schivelbusch 65). Her own novels were sold in railway stations, and she
occasionally commented about books she saw there on display (Cross 3:
51). Like the advocates of the railway, Eliot saw that the growing network
promoted the circulation of ideas.

Wolfgang Schivelbusch has proposed that the railways emerged with the
capitalist ideology of the industrial revolution, in which the circulation of
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commodities represented the highest good. Under such a system, he believes,
"whatever was part of circulation was regarded as healthy, progressive,
constructive; all that was detached from circulation, on the other hand,
appeared diseased, medieval, subversive, threatening" (195). Arguments
both for and against the British railways support this interpretation. Impov-
erished workers feared that further technological development would make
their lives even more machinelike, a reasonable concern when one considers
how rapid industrialization and urbanization had worsened their living con-
ditions. Upper-class opponents complained of the way new lines cut up their
lands and violated their privacy. Both aristocratic and proletarian oppo-
nents saw railway networks as a fragmenting, shattering, and dehumanizing
force. It was the middle class that stood to benefit from the railways eco-
nomically, that saw them as a creator of life-giving bonds.

Still, views of the railway networks as disempowering or empowering did
not fall strictly along class lines but circulated through nineteenth-century
European societies. Whether one regarded the new lines of communication
as divisive or inclusive depended on one's understanding of subjectivity. For
Eliot, who based identity on interpersonal relations, the proliferation of
conuections could only enhance one's sense of self by making one aware of
one's responsibilities to one's neighbors. While fast-paced communication
had its drawbacks, Eliot agreed with her character Caleb Garth, known in
Middlemarch-in most cases-for his good judgment. The railroad was a
"good thing."

The Networks of Middlemorch

Early in the "Berg" notebook for Middlemarch, Eliot wrote, "The highest
rate of the nervous discharge is some 32 yards per second. The electric dis-
charge travels at the rate of 280,000 miles per sec. The one velocity is thus
nearly 16,000,000 times the other" (Pratt 11).6 The statement appears
under the he di "R f fa mg e erences or Accent and Quantity" and at first seems
out of place among EI' t' .".. 10 S notes on ancient medical practices.

Certainly the discovery that nerve impulses traveled so much more slowly
than electricity was 0 f h h ks of ni h . Ine 0 t e great s oc s of nineteenth-century p ystor-
ogy. In The Physical Basis of Mind, Lewes wrote that the speed of nerve
Impulses was "not gr h h f I. '. eater t an t e pace 0 a greyhound, whereas the ve oc-
ines of light a d I .". n e ectncrry are enormously beyond this" (170). Helmholtz's
demonstratIOn of this " I I h
b

surpnsing y ow velocity had such repercussions t at
y the 1860s both sc: ti d " " . h, len ists an nonscientists were thinking about t e
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body's system of communication. In 1869, on a trip to Florence, Eliot took
time "to see Professor Schiff demonstrate a machine for measuring the speed
of thought" (Haight 414). With her extraordinarily active mind, Eliot was
interested in everything, but these references to the velocity of nervous
action indicate a crucial pattern in her thinking during the years in which
she wrote her finest novel. Middlemarch is a story of sympathy, networks,
and communication, and the movement of information is at the heart of her
project.
Middlemarch emerged only gradually, and the process of its composition

reveals its intimate connection with physiological issues. In March of 1867,
Eliot referred to it simply as an "English novel" and did not "sketch a plan"
for it until January 1869 (Pratt xxi). By July of 1869, she was "meditating
characters" and writing an introduction, and by October 1869 she had writ-
ten almost a hundred pages about Lydgate, the Vincys, and the Feather-
stones (Cross 3: 69-74). Then, on October 19, Lewes's son Thornie died
after a long, painful bout with spinal tuberculosis. Lewes and Eliot were
devastated, and no progress was made on either Middlemarch or The Phys-
ical Basis of Mind for many months. In March 1870, they traveled to
Europe largely to revive themselves, so that their interaction with Dubois-
Reymond and Meynert occurred during a critical pause in each of their pro-
jects. In December of 1870, Eliot began "experimenting in a story ('Miss
Brooke') ... a subject," she wrote, "which has been recorded among my
possible themes ever since I began to write fiction, but will probably take
new shapes in the development" (Cross 3: 91). Middlemarch as we know it
emerged in late December 1870, when Eliot decided to fuse "Miss Brooke"
with the Middlemarch story (Haight 432)7

For the wrapper of Middlemarch, Gordon Haight reports that Eliot's edi-
tor, Blackwood, offered her "a design crawling with vines and foliage and
meaningless scrolls, which (unhappily) the author liked" (436). Considering
Eliot's philosophical leanings and scientific interests, however, it is no won-
der that she approved of this tangled bank enfolding her text. The image of
interwoven organic growth conveys not just the novel's themes but also its
structure and the process of its composition. Eliot's second Quarry for Mid·
dlemarch consists largely of lists on which one nor ices a recurring heading:
"relations to be developed" (Kitchell 45). Like the vines on her wrapper,
Eliot's stories and characters gradually grew together.

Eliot's novel however can also be represented as a text woven by human, ,
hands, and the text's own images and self-references usually present it as a
web. Weaving and spinning have served as metaphors since ancient times,
and in creating her imagery, Eliot took full advantage of her web's classical
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roots. Because of the complex interrelations they involve, the female activi-
ties of weaving and spinning have long been associated with the creation of
fictions of both elaborate texts and deceitful lies. Well aware of this tradi-,
don, Eliot noted in her Quarry that in Corinth "there were a thousand
female ministrants weaving, embroidering, and seducing" (Pratt 197). Early
in the novel, Eliot's protagonist Dorothea finds herself relegated to a world
of female stitchery, haunted by "the ghost of a tight-laced lady revisiting the
scene of her embroidery" (Middlemarch 50). Many critics have noted
Dorothea's association with Ariadne, the woman whose connecting thread
allowed Theseus to escape the labyrinth (McMaster 112; Shuttleworth
169). With her sympathetic nature, Dorothea struggles ro discern the innu-
merable threads she holds. She tries to understand the relationships that
make up her own and her neighbors' lives. Ultimately, she is able to do good
not by creating connections but by reminding other characters of those
already in place.

The world of Middlemarch is one of complex social bonds that link each
character to all the others. In this network, the most crucial links are those
of family: some unavoidable, some established by choice. The banker Bul-
strode, for instance, is married to Viney's sister. Featherstone was first mar-
ried to Garth's sister, then to the sister of Viney's wife. Lydgate becomes
part of this web when he is ensnared by Rosamond-whom he attracts
because he is "well connected" (Middlemarch 62). "Who of any conse-
quence in Middlemarch," asks the narrator, "was not connected or at least
acquainted with the Vincys?" (65). In Eliot's web, as in Lewes's and Golgi's
nerve networks, the countless connecting links ensure that every event will
affect the entire system.

interwoven with these family ties are economic bonds, and the web of
financial obligation reinforces the connections of marriage and blood.
Because of his wealth, Bulstrode is linked directly or indirectly to every char-
acter in the novel, and he influences everyone in town. His concealment of
Will's mother and the subsequent discovery of this secret connect the two
main networks of the plot, affecting Lydgate and Rosamond as much as
Will a~d Dorothea. For similar reasons, rich old Featherstone creates vital
cross-links, The machinations of his will leave Fred without resources to pay
the G th d hi . .ar s, an IS introduction of Rigg to the Middlemarch network leads
to Raffles's uncovering of Bulstrode's past. As in the nervous system, those
elements capable f f . h. 0 onrnng t e most connections exert the greatest
influence and the I hi . ,, wea tier one IS, the more threads grow out of one s
hands: Mary's remark that "the codicil [of Casaubon's will] had perhaps
got mixed up with th h bi f id "e a Its a spr ers proves all too accurate (414).
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Even the power of wealth, however, does not allow characters to escape
another system of connections that Eliot depicts, those between the present
and the past. For Eliot, the past was always a "quivering part of [one]self,"
and the webs that she revealed extended through time as well as space (Mid-
dlemarch 425)8 Her epigraph to chapter 70-"our deeds still travel with us
from afar, and what we have been makes us what we are"-eomplements
that of chapter 4-"our deeds are fetters that we forge ourselves" (485,22).
The former introduces the chapter in which Bulstrode hastens Raffles's
death, the latter the chapter in which Dorothea resolves to marry Casaubon.
Both decisions are made instantaneously, and both have grave consequences
transcending the life spans of the characters involved. In Middlemarch, the
will of one's forbears combines with one's own past choices to act as a
"dead hand" influencing events in the present. Raffles, the blackmailer, asks
Bulstrode for an "independence," and his flawed, wealthy victim longs for
the same sort of deliverance. Neither can achieve his goal, for each exists
only as a nexus in a vast web of humanity. Each can decline to know the
other no more than the "droll dog of a thief who declined to know the con-
stable" (Middlemarch 366).

The narrator herself takes a detached, often ironic view of these social
ties. They are not a cause for celebration; they are simply there, and must
therefore be tolerated. Reflecting on Rosamond's enthusiasm for Lydgate's
insipid "connections," the narrator remarks: "to most mortals there is a stu-
pidity which is unendurable and a stupidity which is altogether acceptable-
else, indeed, what would become of social bonds?" (403). Many social
interactions consist of meaningless, time-consuming exchanges, but even
this cynical observation offers a faint warning that dull relations are better
than none at all. It is pointless, the novel suggests, to deny family connec-
tions, no matter how maddening they may be. When Lydgate's and
Dorothea's first meeting leaves them both unimpressed, the narrator reflects
that "anyone watching keenly the stealthy convergence of human lots, sees
a slow preparation of effects from one life on another, which tells like a cal-
culated irony on the indifference or the frozen stare with which we look at
our unintroduced neighbor" (64). To deny one's links to others is to deny
life itself, and those who view social bonds as an obstacle to action must
either change their perspectives or fail altogether.

No even web, Middlemarch is really a complex of webs imperfectly
joined, and its "dominant metaphor" is not these networks themselves but
"the seeing of the web in a certaiu light" (di Pasquale 430, original empha-
sis)." The narrator does not spin the web, which is presented as already
existing. Instead, she exposes it as a neuroanatomist might, "analyzing webs
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of organic relations" (Rothfield 88). It is no coincidence that the narrator's
apology-"all the light I command must be concentrated on this particular
web"-introduces the chapter on Lydgate's investigations of human tissue
(96). To develop the relations that she must, Eliot reveals each character as
each is seen by some of the others. The reader learns of key events as rhe
characters do, through imperfect communications and from limited per-

spectives.
While Eliot's web of social relations is intricately woven, it is also selec-

tive, following just some of the consequences that ensue when new connec-
tions are formed and old ones are strained. Repeatedly, Eliot warns readers
that the portions of the web she reveals are only the merest fragment of
what one might see. Wirh their limited views of social bonds, Eliot's char-
acters too often see human relations as constricting and view themselves as
Crowguill depicted Hudson, caught in webs that they do not remember hav-
ing woven. Middlemarch abounds with images of yokes, fetters, and har-
nesses, all of which represent the characters' faulty perceptions of social
bonds. Dorothea's sister Celia first appears as a "yoked creature," although
it is Dorothea who will soon find herself entrapped (7). If one can believe
Casaubon, Will initially sees himself as Pegasus, regarding "every form of
prescribed work" as a harness (55).

This imagery of bondage centers around Lydgate, who, like Gulliver, is
too long unconscious of his snrroundings and awakens to find himself
immobilized by Lilliputian threads. At first, he is merely irritated by "the
hampering threadlike pressure of small social conditions" bur when he
begins to see how they affect his own actions, he defend; Farebrother by
saying, "there are so many strings pulling at once" (124, 343). Lydgate
begins as one of those young men who think "that Mammon shall never put
a bit in their mouths" but ends by "bowing his neck under the yoke" (97,
411). Ironically, it is because of a chain that he becomes engaged to Rosa-
mond. She drops it, and when he stoops to retrieve it and finds her trembling
before him, the narrator tells us, "he did not know where the chain went."
Within minutes, he has "bound himself" to its owner (208). Always careful
with her words, however, Eliot presents the enthrallment as a deed for
which Lydgate is responsible. He is not enchained' he has enchained him-
self, and if he feels shackled, the fetters are deeds that he has forged himself.

For Eliot the key t idina " k d I . 'f. ' 0 avo: mg yo e oneliness" and "the hideous et-
tenng of domestic h t " ,a e was not to avoid connections to others-an
unavoidable conditi h '. . Ion In any uman society-but to accept these connec-
tions as a vital aspect of one's being (Middtemarch 462, 461). In her eyes,
connectIons became f tt I h ' .e ers on y w en Viewed from a selfish perspective-
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judged for the personal desires they frustrated rather than for the social rela-
tionships they enabled. In her notebooks for Middlemarch, Eliot loved to
record the ironies of science, one of which was the multiple possibilities of
iron bonds. The jailer sees iron as a restriction, she noted, but the electrician
"sees in it only a channel of communication" (Pratt 61). Despite Lydgate's
perceptions of social ties, the bonds among characters do not impose rigid-
ity. Instead, they permit movement.

In arguing for a physically continuous nerve network, Lewes had pro-
posed an analogy to the circulatory system. "Is it fanciful," he asked, "to
regard this network of fibrils as having somewhat the relation of capillaries
to blood vessels?" (Physical Basis of Mind 308). Like Lewes's nerve net,
Eliot's web is a dynamic one (Miller, "Optic and Semiotic" 132). The social
connections she depicts are a circulatory system of sorts, permitting the flow
of blood, money, and information (Beer 48). It is significant, for instance,
that Lydgate becomes interested in medicine when he first observes the
valves of the heart. The narrator's account of his response-"he had no
more thought of representing to himself how his blood circulated than how
paper served instead of gold"-suggests that finance, like blood flow, is a
kind of circulation (Middtemarch 98; Beer 51). In Middlemarch, the move-
ments of money and blood are interdependenr, not just in Lydgare's career
but in the very structure of society.

Like a body, Middlemarch involves "multiple interrelated systems and
circulations," and the communication among them makes it work both as a
story and as a living whole (Beer 60). Briefly, the novel invokes two national
circulatory systems in the process of development: the railways and the
postal service (Beer 52, 57). Like the more traditional networks of family,
these systems permit communication, facilitating and maintaining social
bonds. It is the much older network of rumor, however, that holds Eliot's
novel together, as the reader travels like money or news from group to
group. To move the reader from one scene to the next, the narrator often
resorts to gossip, Middlemarch's version of the law of cause and effect. In
one chapter, the reader hears a stone fall, then studies its ripples in the next.
Featherstone's death, for instance, is a key event that affects almost all of the
characters. To emphasize the townspeople's interdependence-and their
unconsciousness of it-Eliot shows the reader Featherstone's funeral only
from a distance, as a backdrop to a conversation among Dorothea, Celia,
and Mrs. Cadwallader. The narrator comments: "scenes which make vital
changes in our neighbors' lot are but the background of our own, yet, like a
particular aspect of the fields and trees, they become associared for ns with
the epochs of onr own history, and make a part of that unity which lies in
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the selection of our keenest consciousness" (223).With their limited views of
social change, individuals often fail to perceive the import of events that will
alter not just their own lives but the shape of their society as a whole.

For her novel of provincial life, Eliot purposely selected an era of pro-
found social change, the reform years of 1829 to 1832. Like Ovid, she
depicted metamorphoses in progress, exploring their causes and effects, and
she carefully studied rhe political and scienrific debates of the period in
order to represent these changes accurately. Written between 1869 and
1872, Middlemarch looks back with a certain nostalgia to a time in which
provincial isolation still existed. By setting her novel in the reform era, Eliot
directed her readers' gaze to a time and place when this isolation was just
beginning to dissolve. It was during these years that Stephenson and other
engineers were planning England's essential railway lines, and the growing
network promised to link the most faraway districts to the British nerve cen-
ter, London (Hooton 194). In this time of upheaval, social and political
changes occurred at a rapid pace, yet people were nowhere near as con-
scious of national events as their counterparts in the 1870s. By 1870, thriv-
ing telegraph and railway nerworks ensured that a character like Bulstrode
could never have hidden his past (Beer 52).

As a chronicler of ongoing changes, Eliot was fascinated by the relation-
ships berween the local and the global, berween the apparently insignificant
event and rhe historically recorded one. In 1829, political and technological
changes appeared to be rending the social web, and when viewed from the
perspective of local districts, these changes constituted a process of frag-
mentation. The railroad threatened to "cut up" the country, workers were
breaking machines, and parliament was "dissolved" (Eliot, Middlemarch
383, 243). From a national perspective, however, the same railway that
divided individual estates would unite the country with a powerful commu-
nications nerwork, and rhe riots and debates of 1829 would lead to reforms
benefiting the entire national organism. As a study of provincial life, Mid-
dlemarch is not so much about these reforms as it is about perspective itself.
It explores the profound consequences of the local and the trivial and the
apparent insignificance of the global and profound.

The Local and the Global

In the 1860s and 1870s, the relationships between individual elements and
complex systems became a crucial issue for physicists and biologists as well
as for fiction writers. Like the physicist Tyndall and the anatomist Golgl,
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Eliot wanted to study how interactions among individuals could produce
systemwide effects and how systemic changes were experienced by individ-
uals at the local level.!" In the 1860s, James Clerk Maxwell (1831-79) was
studying how the energetic states of individual molecules might account for
the overall behavior of gases. His papers of 1860 and 1866 on the dynami-
cal properties of gases transformed physics by showing that collections of
particles could be analyzed using statistical laws (Gillispie, Edge of Objec-
tivity 482-85). Ultimately, Maxwell's experiments in statistical mechanics
revealed that individual particles and populations of particles followed their
own distinct rules. If one knew the conditions to which individuals were
subject, one could predict-but never know for certain-how a large group
of them would behave (Brody, "Physics in Middlemarch" 47-48).

John Tyndall, a frequent guest of Eliot and Lewes from 1865 onward,
wanted to learn what held the particles of matter together and how they
interacted with the atmospheres of ether around them. In the laboratory, he
pursued these questions by changing the temperature (which either increases
or decreases molecular motion) and observing changes in the ways that
gases absorbed or transmitted light. Tyndall discussed his work extensively
with Eliot and Lewes, and Eliot agreed with Tyndall that atoms were real
entities, not mere models approximating the structure of matter (Brody,
"Physics in Middlemarch" 46). Not surprisingly, the physicist's descriptions
of nature closely resemble Lewes's depictions of the nervous system and
Eliot's representations of social relationships.'! When one looks carefully,
writes Tyndall:

the idea that nature is an aggregate of independent parts ... disappears, as
the connection and mutual dependence of physical powers become more and
more manifest: until [one] is finally led to regard Nature as an organic
whole-as a body each of whose members sympathizes with the rest, chang-
ing ... without break of continuity in the relation of cause and effect. (1:
343-44)

Like Eliot and Lewes, Tyndall believed that a complex system could only be
understood in its entirety, by considering all of the interactions of its many
elements.

When Tyndall wrote about the behavior of atoms, he almost certainly
had social forces in mind. Although his popular Fragments of Science for
Unscientific People may not represent his typical scientific writing style, its
essays show his deep awareness that the relationship between an individual
particle and a population of particles is a cultural as well as a scientific issue.
Often Tyndall's descriptions of particles are highly anthropomorphic. He
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writes, for instance, that when a gas condenses into a liquid, "the molecules
coalesce, and grapple with each other" and that there is a "mutual entan-
glement of the molecules by the force of cohesion" (1: 386). As was the case
with Eliot and nineteenth·century neuroscientists, Tyndall's daily experi-
ences suggested the models he used to make sense of nature.

In writing about the contrary pulls of personal desires and social obliga-
tions, Eliot described the interactions among individuals in a strikingly sim-
ilar way. She explored the same issues as scientists studying molecular kinet-
ics, at times introducing their discourse to her own fictions. Lydgate, for
instance, suggests Maxwell's findings when he declares his intention "to be
a unit who would make a certain amount of difference towards that spread-
ing change which would one day tell appreciably on the averages" (100).
Assessing Will's early feelings for Dororhea, the narrator of Middlemarch
presents Will's sentiments as a failed scientific model involving both parti-
cles and waves: "there are characters who are continually creating collisions
and nodes for themselves in dramas which nobody is prepared to act with
them" (133). Like a bad scientific model, Will's "fiction" fails because it is
based on the perspective of a single element.

Like Lewes and Tyndall, Eliot believed that any good model must take the
entire system into account. Selma Brody believes that when Eliot began read-
ing Tyndall, "a whole new area of physics began to appear in her
metaphors," but it would be a gra ve mistake to identify Tyndall as the source
of Elior's images (Brody, "Physics in Middlemarch" 46). Eliot and Tyndall
undoubtedly influenced each other as writers, but they referred to connec-
tions and sympathy because Victorian culture offered them these terms.

In biology, the formulation of cell rheory in 1839 had made the relation-
ship between the individual and the collective a central issue. After reading
T. H. Huxley's 1853 article on cell theory, Eliot noted in her first Quarry for
Middlemarch: "two fundamental notions of structural and physiological
biology: the Ist, that living things may be resolved anatomically, into a
comparatively small number of structural elements; the 2d, that rhese ele-
mentary parts possess vital properties ... and are independent of all direct
influence from other parts" (Kitchell 31). Knowing, like physicists, that the
complex systems they studied consisted of individual elements, biologists
wondered how much they could infer about individual cells based on their
observations of large populations of them. Simultaneously, they asked
themselves what they could predict about populations, given what they
knew about cells in a particular region. At the heart of nineteenth·century
de~ates between neuroanaromisrs favoring a net and those stressing the
actrorts of individual cells was the problem of independence, of the relation·
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ship between the individual element and the whole organism. When Lewes
deplored the "superstition of the nerve cell," he admonished anatomists
who were failing to see the system's unity; when Ramon y Cajal attacked the
reticularisrs, he criticized scientists who were underestimating the possibili-
ties of individual actions. In Middlemarch, Eliot addressed exactly these
issues, exploring the ways individual actions created systemwide changes
and the ways systemwide changes affected individual lives.'?

Lydgare's career illustrates how the relationship between local and global
events works simultaneously as a biological and a social problem. Applying
his belief in independent tissues to his life in Middlemarch society, the
young doctor quickly becomes entangled in his own metaphor, mistakenly
believing that he can act as an autonomous element in a small provincial
rown.l! Hoping to accomplish "small good work for Middlemarch, and
great work for the world," Lydgate presumes that by living in the country,
he can escape London's political squabbles and reserve more time for his
research (Middlemarch 102). Middlemarch's new doctor views people and
tissues as largely independent, scoffing at Widgeon's purifying pills that
"arrested every disease at the fountain by setting to work at once upon the
blood" (309). While Eliot suggests that Lydgate's scientific hypotheses have
merit, his confidence in his own autonomy becomes a life-destroying
premise. In Lydgate's understanding of pathology, all disease can be traced
to inflammations of specific tissues, and in Middlemarch, all politics are
local. It is no coincidence that Eliot follows her introduction to Lydgate
with a chapter on petty politics.

As Eliot presents it, Middlemarch is a novel of the small and the trivial,
of people and things whose importance eludes one's perception. When the
auctioneer Trumbull declares that "trifles make the sum of human things-
nothing more important than trifles," he suggests the novelist's own attitude
(417). In Middlemarch, the intricate connections among people ensure that
there can be no inconsequential deed. Even an action dictated by the slight-
est whim can alter many lives. Rosamond goes riding with Sir Godwin and
loses a baby; Featherstone defers changing his will until the last possible
moment and leaves Fred-and the Garths-without resources. "Men out-
live their love," warns Farebrother, "but they don't outlive the conse-
quences of their recklessness" (356). Sharp-witted Mary best expresses the
deadly effects that can be wrought by one false step when she tells Fred of
"the ants whose beautiful house was knocked down by a giant named Tom,
... [who] thought they didn't mind because he couldn't hear them cry or see
them use their pocket-handkerchiefs" (444).14 Triviality and consequence,
Eliot suggests, are relative terms. One can speak of importance only from a
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particular perspective, and her novel is not so much about connections and
consequences as about the need to perceive them.

Like Lydgate, many of Eliot's characters fail to see the social and politi-
cal forces that will influence their lives. When the narrator refers to political
events, her descriptions are usually indirect, arising in conversations among
characters who are more interested in personal issues. In chapter 3, for
instance, Doe hears about rick burning, machine breaking, and the "sties" in

which Brooke's tenants live, but all are subordinated to the more pressing
question of whom Dorothea will marry. Despite the squalor of their peas-
ants' dwellings, the Middlemarch gentry see no connection between them-
selves and these distant rebellions, maintaining their focus on more obvious

social bonds.
Eliot makes it clear, however, that local and global politics are insepara-

ble. In Middlemarch, as in Lewes's and Golgi's models of the brain, there is
no real independence. Much of the novel's profound irony involves forces
that arrogant characters do not see. When Brooke runs for parliament, both
the candidate and his potential constituents suffer from limited perspectives.
The local weavers feel no more "attached to [Brooke] than if he had been
sent in a box from London" (348). While rhe workers are astute in their
judgment of Brooke, Eliot suggests that they are less so in their feeling of
alienation from their national capital. Unlike the weavers, Brooke is eager to
participate in the national government but cannot see the relevance of his
local role. While he "goes into everything," he is a sloppy and stingy land-
lord, and he fails to perceive how his incompetence at home will undermine
his dream of deciding national issues. Will Ladislaw despairs of convincing
this "independent" candidate that he must be either for or against the
Reform Bill. Even Will, so much more perceptive than his employer, deludes
himself when he rationalizes that "the little waves make the large ones and
are of the same pattern" (319).1; Although the local always affects the
global, one cannot infer that the local is rhe global "writ small" any more
than one can attribute a memory to an individual cell. Provincial and
national changes continuously shape one another, but ar the local level, sys-
temwide changes are often eclipsed.

No aspect of Middlemarch better illustrates the complex relationship
be.tweennational and local events than the townspeople's response to the
railway. Like the specters of reform and cholera-with which it is juxta-
posed-the railway emerges in the characters' gossip as a threat to local
order. To the inhabitants of Middlemarch, the network that will link them
to the nation appears as a monster ready to divide and consume the town.
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"What's to hinder 'em cutting right and left if they begin?" asks Mrs.
Waule, aud Mr. Solomon fears that the railway is an excuse "for the big
rraffic to swallow up the little" (382, 383). Landlords and small business-
men worry that the railways will endanger their livelihood, and their work-
ers suspect that the new network, like the canal system, will only be "good
for the big folks to make money our on" (386). The residents' fears that "the
cows will all cast their calves" and that "railways ... blow you to pieces
right and left" reflect Eliot's reading of George Stephenson's biography as
well as her own childhood experiences (Middlemarch 382; jumeau 411).
Rich or poor, the people of Middlemarch voice a common fear of losing
rheir identiries and being engulfed. While not all of them entertain Hiram
Ford's "dim notion of London as a center of hostility to the country," they
fear that being connected to this nerve center will destroy the isolation that
has helped to create their sense of self (383).

In Middlemarch, context is always crucial, and Eliot gives the railway
episode a suitably ironic frame. In the preceding chapter, Dorothea envi-
sions a feudalistic utopia, wishing that she could "take a great deal of land,
and drain it, and make a little colony, where everybody should work, and
all the work should be done well. I should know everyone of the people and
be their friend" (380). The coming railway, of course, will eliminate any
possibility of such an isolated, localized colony. The medieval fiefdom
Dorothea pictures, in which she is the beloved central figure, will be
replaced by an immense network in which she can derive her sense of worth
only from her relations to adjacent subjects.

Because of these connecting links, global changes in complex systems can
produce some rather surprising effects at the local level. When railway sur-
veyors pass through the Middlemarch district and are attacked by a hay-
fork-Wielding gang, they precipitate a small incident that for the towns-
people proves more significant-in the short run-than their connection to
the London-Birmingham line. Seeing the besieged surveyors, idle young
Fred Viney rushes to their defense. By so doing, he catches Caleb Garth's
attention, leading Garth to employ him, so that eventually Fred can marry
Mary and begin repaying his debt to the Garths. In the eyes of the towns-
people, familial and economic bonds constitute the foreground and domi-
nate the visual field. While most characters do perceive some connecting
thread between themselves and London, it is a thread impossible to follow,
one that quickly vanishes into the distanr haze. They fail to see how their
personal bonds of marriage, family, and business link them to a much larger
network of social ties connecting all members of their society.
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A Network of Knowledge

Much of Middlemarch's irony and humor grow out of the characters'
"shortsightedness." Dorothea, who dislikes puppies because she fears tread-
ing on them, sees far better-and worse-than any other character in the
novel. By making Dororhea the focus of the vision issue, Elior reminds rhe
reader of the many aspects of seeing. Pragmatic Celia points out that
Dorothea perceives what no one else can see yet fails to see what to every-
one else is perfectly plain. With her sympathetic nature, Dorothea is keenly
aware of her neighbors' suffering, bur her idealism blinds her to their sim-

ple, selfish desires.
Because of her shortsightedness, Dorothea can sometimes intervene at

crucial moments and offer other characters valuable help, as when she con-
vinces Rosamond of Lydgatc's innocence. The narrator explains that "her
blindness to whatever did not lie in her own pure purpose carried her safely
by the side of precipices where vision would have been perilous wirh fear"
(257). Ultimately, a blind person wandering along a precipice will fall off of
the cliff, advantages of fearlessness notwithstanding. Good vision requires
judgment, sympathy, and the ability to compare an object to an ideal tem-
plate, but it also demands careful scrutiny of the small and the ordinary.
Dorothea always sees the grand social connecrions binding her neighbors,

those of feeling and moral obligation. The threads of petty morives often
exert a greater pull, however, and one cannot understand people's interac-
tions without considering these ties as well. Just as a neuroanatomist strug-
gles to resolve tangles of cell processes, Eliot works through the intricate con-
nections in her fiction of social relationships, one that she has developed
based on her asture observations of sociery. Like Golgi and Ramon y Cajal,
the realistic novelist is a microscopist, "enamored of that arduous invention
which is the very eye of research, provisionally framing its object and cor-
recting it to more and more exactness of relarion" (Eliot, Middlemarch 113).
For both the scientist and the novelist to see best is to see "exactness of rela-
. '
tion," to view structures in context and detail. One can assess the system one
is viewing only by studying the connections among its many parts.
When nineteenth-century scientists thought about the structure of

knowledge, they conceived of it in terms of the systems they were observing.
The way they acquired knowledge shaped their understanding of what
knowledge was. Like Eliot, Hermann von Helmholtz made extensive use of
web metaphors b t i hi . . h ..' lozi 1 In. ' U in ISwntmg t ey were primarily eprstemo oglca .
hIS popular essays, Helmholtz used images of interconnecting threads not
Just to represent a communications network but to describe the knowledge
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it made possible. For Helmholtz, knowledge was something that was spun,
something constructed by establishing connections. In school, he recalled, "I
had a bad memory for disconnected things" (Science and Culture 383). He
could remember and make sense of facts only after he had determined the
general laws that governed them, and he declared that "intellectual satisfac-
tion, we obtain only from a connection of the whole" (Science and Culture
97). Lacking the instinct of spiders, scientists often pursued lines of reason
and conducted series of experiments without knowing where their threads
would lead. A filament of thought originating in a dead-end problem might
provide the insight required to solve one more pressing, and a filament asso-
ciated with one field of knowledge might lead unexpectedly to another. In
his lecture "On the Interaction of Natural Forces" (1854), Helmholtz
declared that "the thread which was spun in darkness by those who sought
a perpetual motion has conducted us to a universal law of nature" (Science
and Culture 43). Describing his own discovery of energy conservation,
Helmholtz wrote that "here the thread is begun to be spun which subse-
quently led a physician to the law of the conservation of force" (Science and
Culture 315). The great beauty of science was its ability to reveal unex-
pected connections in the intricate web of nature. If scientific knowledge
was a network, it reflected the systems it explored.
Helmholtz found the weaving metaphor appropriate not just for describ-

ing the construction of knowledge but for representing the connections
among the forms of energy he sought to understand. He compared natural
forces to the threads of a web in order to show that the slightest pull on any
one string must affect the entire system. From the time that he first began his
studies of animal heat, Helmholtz had suspected that heat, electricity, and
movement were interrelated, and he struggled to design experiments that
would reveal the threads leading from one form of energy to the next. "The
problem," he explained, "was to find, in the complicated net of reciprocal
actions, a track through chemical, electrical, rnagnetical, and thermic
processes, back to mechanical actions" (Science and Culture 26). Electrical
currents intrigued him, for, he discovered, "the application of electrical cur-
rents opens out a large number of relations between the various natural
forces" (Science and Culture 122).16
As had been the case with Helmholtz, Eliot's respect for organic relations

ted her to represent knowledge itself as an interconnected whole. In Middle-
march, one learns by discovering bonds of which one was previously
unaware, and the structure of knowledge reflects the process of its acquisi-
tion. To know, for Eliot, is to understand the relations of cause and effect,
but like nineteenth-century scientists, she unfolds the traditional chain of
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causality into a two-dimensional network of interactive forces. In her novel,
she attempts to show "the gradual action of ordinary causes rather than
exceptional," creating a field in which no event can be explained by a single
cause (Cross 3: 99; Miller, "Optic and Semiotic 133).'7

When Eliot writes about perception, causality, and knowledge, her images
resemble physicists' representations of natural forces. To convey the com-
plexity of social interactions, for instance, she asks readers to picture the
movements of electrolysis. In the introduction to chapter 40, the narrator
explains that "in watching effects, if only of an electric battery, it is often
necessary to change our place and examine a particular mixture or group at
some distance from the point where the movement we are interested in was
set up" (275). The chapter is preceded by rhe peasant Dagley's defiance of his
landlord, Brooke, and it is followed by Raffles's chance discovery of Bul-
strode's letter. In chapter 40, Mary will learn rhar she need not move away
to teach school because Chettam wants her father to manage his estate. In its
context as well as its content, Eliot's chapter is a study of causes and effects.

When the narrator refers to the electrochemical system, she admits that
her analogy is reductive, asking us to consider rhe effects "if only" of an
electric battery. IS She makes the comparison, she explains, because of one
key similarity between ions in an electrolytic solution and characters in
provincial society. In each case, to understand what one is seeing, one must
observe not merely what is happening around the electrodes or central char-
acters but what is happening at distant points throughout the solution. Ide-
ally, one would like to make measurements at all points, observing from all
perspectives simultaneously. Because this is impossible, both in physics and
in fiction, one must settle for taking readings at a few sample points. From
these observations, the reader or scientist can derive a general picture of the
movements of ions.
Like the images of Helmholtz and Lewes, Elior's metaphor implies that

true knowledge is always knowledge of an entire system. One can under-
stand the relationships between causes and effects only when one sees them
played out over an entire web. To introduce chapter 64, which describes
Lydgare's and Rosamond's struggle for dominance, Eliot writes in her epi-
graph, "All force is twain in one; cause is not cause unless effect be there"
(447). In Middlemarch, causes are meaningful only relative to their effects,
and the ties linking each event to its causes and consequences create the lines
of force along which Eliot's characters move.

Most of the characters, however, are unaware of these lines of force.
Their per.ce~tion and knowledge consist of incomplete segments, and one
senses Eliot s respect for organic, systematic thinking when reading her
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descriptions of characters who think badly. The narrator's statement that
"our passions do not live apart in locked chambers" and Will's declaration
that Rome "save]s] you from seeing the world's ages as a set of box-like par-
titions without vital connection" express Eliot's understanding of con-
sciousness as open, dynamic, and interconnected (114, 147).19 For Eliot,
thought means communication, the flow of energy through the chambers of
the mind, and those characters whose stream of thought is obstructed will
hurt themselves and others. Bulstrode, for instance, is consistently guilty of
"broken metaphor and bad logic of motive" (471). When he rationalizes his
greed, "the fact [is] broken into little sequences, each justified as it came by
reasonings which seemed to prove it righteous" (427). In depicting the mind
at work, Eliot expresses the ideology of circulation (Schivelbusch 195). True
knowledge requires open communication and continuous movement, and
where there is no circulation, there will be stagnation and disease.
The characters most guilty of fragmented thinking are Rosamond and

Lydgate, whose inability to communicate creates a life of marital hell. Their
"total missing of each other's mental track" suggests a failure to form con-
nections as effectively as England's new technological communications sys-
terns (405). Unfortunately, the narrator reflects, Rosamond's incomplete
vision of causes and effects is all roo common. She sees no web of causality,
only a one-dimensional link between what she desires and its mosr likely
source. "To see how an effect may be produced is often to see possible miss-
ings and checks," comments the narrator ironically, "but to see nothing
except the desirable cause, and close upon it the desirable effect, rids us of
doubt and makes our minds strongly intuitive" (531). Lydgate, the scientist,
reasons no better than Rosamond when it comes to personal relations,
thinking of "himself as the sufferer, and of others as the agents who had
injured his lor" (509). Rosamond is perceptive when she suggests a link
between his scientific activities (examining "bits of things in phials") and his
social blunders (316).20 While Lydgate views social conditions as "hatefully
disconnected with the objecrs he cared to occupy himself with," Rosamond
has learned to see only those social bonds that she can use to her advantage
(407). Both are unaware of the connections binding them to their neighbors,
most particularly to each other. Thinking and perceiving in incomplete
sequences, they feel "as if they were both adrift on one piece of wreck and
look[ing] away from each other" (522). The advent of Dorothea's symparhy
saves their marriage but not their happiness.

Marital misery, Eliot suggests-like most other varieties-has its roots in
incomplete knowledge. In the summer of 1869, while beginning Middle-
march, Eliot wrote in her Quarry that for the ancient Greeks, "matters
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divine, heroic, and human were all woven together ... into one indivisible
web in which the threads of truth and reality ... were neithet intended to
be, nor were actually distinguishable" (Pratt xxxv). For Eliot, such an
indivisible, cross-connected structure represented the finest "fiction" and
rhe highest knowledge, a web woven with observations and creativity. In
comparison, the "pilulous smallness [of] the cobweb of premarital
acquaintanceship" betrays its dearth of vital connections (Middlemarch
13). No web amounts to much when it is collapsed, but the particularly
low volume in the case of courtship suggests that substantial knowledge
requires a great number of connecting lines. To know is to understand the
effects that one's actions will produce as they shake each thread of an
intricate web.

A Network of Longuage

It takes considerable effort, though, to visualize these lines of cause and
effect. Usually, one must draw them oneself, connecting any fragments of
information that one can perceive. If knowledge is a web that one weaves,
how is it constructed? How does one form the vital connections, and how
does one decide where to place the cross-connecting links? Philologist Max
Muller, whom Eliot greatly admired, compared the science of comparative
anatomy to the study of ancient languages. In both cases, Muller believed,
the scholar had to "learn to make the best of his fragmentary information"
(Shuttleworth 14). In Middlemarch, Eliot's descriptions of learning reveal
the essential role of language in all knowledge. To understand is to connect
words and phrases, and one's knowledge is a web spun from the language
one has heard.

To a large degree, the network in which Eliot's characters function is a
community of language (Shuttleworth 168-69; Miller, "Roar on the Other
Side" 243). The district of Middlemarch is a "huge whispering-gallery" in
which information reverberates with a perverse tenacity (Middlemarch
284). Just as trains and nerve impulses move along their respective net-
works, allowing complex, highly diversified organisms to function, lan-
guage moves through the social network, reinforcing existing connections
and stimulating the formation of new ones. The communication it makes
possible maintains the sympathetic links that hold society together. For
Eliot, words were both the nerves and the information they carried, and in
Middlemarch, language is a network in itself. Messages strengthen or strain
social bonds, and language is the stuff of which these bonds are made.
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As Eliot's novel makes clear, using language to create meaningful struc-
tures is no easy matter. Gossipy Mrs. Taft is "always counting stitches and
gather[ing] her information in misleading fragments caught berween the
rows of her knitting" (182). Passing on what she acquires without thinking
it through, she incorporates bits of news as haphazardly as she picks them
up. Prudent Caleb Garth, in contrast, waits too long to speak, struggling to
connect the scraps of language in his consciousness. "In his difficulty of
finding speech for his thought," describes the narrator, "he caught, as it
were, snatches of diction which he associated with various points of view or
states of mind" (284). While Garth tries desperately to turn these snatches
into coherent thoughts, irresponsible Brooke never even makes the effort,
failing to realize that knowing means connecting the scraps of information
one has heard. When he tells his niece Dorothea that "young ladies are too
flighty," she suspects that "the remark lay on his mind as lightly as the bro-
ken wing of an insect among all the other fragments there" (Il). For Eliot,
active thought means the cont.inuous incorporation of new language into a
living structure. Words are nothing but broken insect wings if one cannot
work them into a dynamic web.

While Dorothea views Brooke's mind as a collection of fragments, it is
actually a mind that makes too many connections. Brooke's problem is not
the inability to forge links but the inability to forge links based on causal
relationships rather than simple contiguity. His rambling campaign speech
and his imprudent pen illustrate language's ability to spread metonymically,
"evolving sentences ... before the rest of his mind could well overtake
them" (Middlemarch 201). While knowledge and society depend on strong
associations Eliot implies not all of these connections are valuable in them-, ,
selves. Connections create meaning only when they result from open-
minded observation, when they are carefully considered, and when they
provide vital links that nourish an organic body of knowledge.

Casaubon's pitiful research project illustrates the inviability of a knowl-
edge nerwork built from poorly connected scraps. From the outset, Eliot
presents his work as fragmented and lifeless. It is a web, of sorts, but it is
Onewhose threads reflect personal whims rather than true sympathetic links
(Cosslerr 85-87).21 Casaubon's untested associations, "as free from inter-
ruption as a plan for threading the stars together," offer nothing but
glimpses of his own limited perspective (Middlemarch 332).

In its goals, Casaubon's quest for the Key to all Mythologies reflects
other nineteenth-century searches for origins. Like many romantic philolo-
gists, Casaubon seeks the "Ur" form of myths, the original, quintessential
version from which all subsequent ones have been derived. Goethe, whose
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scientific work Eliot and Lewes knew intimately, had envisioned an
Urpflanze, a primordial plant from which all modern plants had developed.
For comparative anatomists and linguists, knowledge of such original forms
promised to make all others "luminous with the reflected light of corre-
spondences" (Middlemarch 14). Whereas Goethe's botany celebrates diver-
sity, Casaubon regards growth and development as "corruptions of a tradi-
tion originally revealed" (14). Eliot's aging scholar hopes "mentally to
construct [mythology] as it used to be, in spite of ruin and confusing
changes" (9). Casaubon's antiorganic approach produces no coherent struc-
ture, for he opposes the evolution and vital processes that make knowledge
possible.

Dorothea's feeling of "stupendous fragmentariness" in Rome reveals her
growing understanding of her husband's mind (134). Her vibrant presence
invites one to read his intellectual impotence as a sexual deficiency, just as his
neighbors associate his unhealthy mental attitudes with his obvious bodily
defects. Dorothea's suitor Chettam reads Casaubon's lack of vitality as a lack
of "good red blood," and Mrs. Cadwallader adds, "somebody put a drop
under a magnifying-glass, and it was all semi-colons and parentheses" (47).
Like Casaubon's thoughts, she hints, his blood consists of punctuation alone,
markings that divide and interrupt the vital flow of language.

Instead of producing new connections or new growth, Casaubon's work
consists entirely of notes and "parerga," scratchings that interrupt and qual-
ify other scholars' work. Casaubon never finds his "key," and with his lack
of sympathetic connection to the people around him, it is unlikely that he
would know what to do with it if he did. For Eliot, the key to scholarship is
communication in every possible sense: interaction, movement, contact, and
flow. Appropriately, Casaubon's intellectual impotence culminates in a cir-
culatory crisis. No one is surprised when he "suffers a fit in the library," and
Lydgate diagnoses exhausted nerves and "fatty degeneration of the heart"
(196,292-93).22 As his neighbors have always suspected, Casaubon's cir-
culatory system exhibits the same faulty communication evinced by his
work and his mind. His "synoptic" project is a dust heap of "shattered
mummies, and fragments of a tradition which was itself a mosaic wrought
from crushed ruins" (331). Like Eliot's novel, true historicism is a marvel of
communication, an intricate, dynamic network that creates organic unity.
Just as a nerve net provides the essential links allowing complex organisms
to function, good scholarship makes living knowledge possible.

No one can read Middlemarch without noticing the affinity of
Casaubon's and Lydgate's research projects, both of which explore devel-
opment and change. Both the philologist and the surgeon seek an "Or"
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form, Casaubon's Key to All Mythologies corresponding to Lydgate's
"homogeneous origin of all the tissues" (314). Both investigators try to
establish connections, bur it is here that their projects diverge. Lydgate's
quest "to demonstrate the more intimate relations of living structure" dif-
fers radically from Casaubon's because any relations that Lydgate discovers
must be verified experimentally (Middlemarch 102; Cosslett 85-87).
Lydgate's interests in developmenr and fevers reveal his basic curiosity
about the way the body's structures and functions are interrelated.

Having studied in France, Lydgate has adopted Xavier Bichat's vision of
the body as a conglomeration of twenty-one distinct tissues, and he seeks
the one, original tissue from which the existing twenty-one have
descended.P In his textbook General Anatomy (1801), Bichat compared
these tissues to chemical elements that could give rise to different com-
pounds depending on how they were combined (Ii-Iii).When Eliot describes
Lydgate's research, she compares the tissues first to the materials of a house
and then to different types of woven cloth, and her similes serve very differ-
ent purposes. Whereas the invocation of building materials shows how
components with different textures can create a unified structure, the align-
ment with "sarsnet, gauze, net, satin, and velvet" indicates how materials
with different textures can share a common origin in the "raw cocoon"
(101-2). Taken together, her choices of wood and cloth suggest that a
human-made structure-like a written text-ean mimic the organic unity of
a living body. Eliot could have created an intricate system of web metaphors
without any reference to living webs simply by juxtaposing the networks of
railways, knowledge, language, and texts. Significantly, however, her incor-
poration of Bichar's tissues into her metaphorical system associates each of
these webs with living networks (Cosslett 94-95). In Middlemarch, Bichar's
"primary webs or tissues" become a metaphor not just for the social rela-
tionships the novel depicts but for the text itself.

While Eliot's comparisons of organic and written texts are finely drawn,
they are far from unique. Contemporary scientists were making very similar
metaphors. In the 1860s both Hermann von Helmholtz and Claude,
Bernard, Europe's leading physiologists, suggested parallels between the
ways that signs operated in languages and rhe ways that the body commu-
nicated and organized its many elements. Bernard compared the "simple
elements" of living bodies to the letters of the alphabet. In each case, he
pointed out, the individual units formed a meaningful structure only
through their associations. The meaning of language, like the life of the
body, emerged only as a product of the entire system (Shuttleworth 144).
Eliot's comparisons of physiological and language systems are far more
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complex than those of either scientist, but all three writers imply that well-
organized language functions as a body does. Fat Eliot, one uses language
effectively when one uses it to interact with others and form sympathetic
ties, promoting the kind of organization that can be found in a living sys-
tem. As Mrs. Cadwallader tells Dorothea, "we have all got to exert our-
selvesa little to keep sane, and call things by the same names that other peo-
ple call them by" (371). Trenchant as she is, she expresses what for Eliot is
an essential truth. As cross-points in the social network, people must always
heed the thoughts of theit neighbors, and they can learn about their feelings
only via the sticky threads of language along which all thoughts must move.

Language, however, is an unstable, unpredictable building material. Like
Bichat's tissues, with which Eliot juxtaposes it, language has its own life. It
is dynamic and changing; it will not be harnessed to the simple tasks of com-
munication and the maintenance of sympathetic links. With dizzying speed,
language forges its own connections, but its cross-links lack the logic of
those in scientificepistemology. Most conversation in Middlemarch follows
a metonymic pattern, so that it is difficult to identify the original object of
many discussions. When Chettam discovers Celia and Mrs. Cadwalladet
speculating about Dorothea's remarriage, he declares the subject "very ill-
chosen." Celia protests, "Nobody chose the subject; it all came out of
Dodo's cap" (379). In the women's discussion, a reference to Dorothea's
unflattering widow's bonnet has led so "naturally" to speculation about its
removal that neither one can say how the conversation has moved to the
topic she eagerly wanted to discuss. Language, the medium that permits
social connections, also allows one to avoid responsibility for one's
thoughts.

In Eliot's community of language, one acquires and transmits gossip
almost independently of one's will. When Bambridge tells Hawley, "I
picked up something else at Bilkley besides your gig horse," the reader at
first suspects that he has acquired some unpleasant disease (413). Sure
enough, when he releases what he has "picked up"-the news of Bulstrode's
duplicity-Bambtidge's words move through the social network like a
virus." Because "news is often dispersed as thoughtlessly and effectively as
that pollen which the bees carry off," one cannot be too careful about one's
words (Middlemarch 495). Byassociating gossip with fertilization and dis-
ease, Eliot's organic imagery encourages the reader to see language as a liv-
ing network, as subtle and dynamic as the human body."

Like Bichat's tissues, language must be scrutinized and interpreted.
Whether one is reading a text or a body, it is essential to verify one's read-
ings through careful study, but the opportunity for such direct observation
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does not often arise. Inevitably, hypotheses about tissues and texts are new
"tissues of inferences," and like the scientists of her day, Eliot suggests that
the best way to interpret is to hypothesize as little as possible (McCormack
49). "Too great readiness at explanation," warns the narrator, "multiplies
the sources of mistake" (306). Although the narrator herself speculates end-
lessly, she warns that "our tongues are little triggers which have usually
been pulled before general intentions can be brought to bear" (252). Disso-
ciated from the brain, the tongue is a mere mechanical device, and like a
machine, it can cause terrible destruction if one activates it without consid-
ering the effects on all those to whom one is connected. In Middlernarch, to
speak is to act, and awareness of the web of language in which one lives
encourages responsible speech and action. Brooke's statement that "there's
no knowing what may be the effect of a vote" resonates powerfully with the
narrator's question, "Who shall tell what may be the effect of writing?"
(347,284). Both voting and writing, the narrator suggests, are actions that
affect others and have consequences of which one must be aware. The gen-
eral intentions all speakers must heed ate not their own but those of an
entire society.

Whenever one speaks or writes, one runs the risk of being misunder-
stood, and whereas good communication strengthens the social network,
misunderstandings can strain or even sever social bonds (Srwertka 184).
Unfortunately, the inherent differences between language and the subjects it
represents invite such rnisconceptions.l'' While still an editor, in 1855, Eliot
confessed, "no one has better reason than myself to know how difficult it is
to produce a true impression by letters, and how likely they are to be misin-
terpreted" (Haight 189). In the spring of 1869, as an established fiction
writer, Eliot warned that "letters are necessarily narrow and fragmentary,
and, when one writes on wide subjects, are liable to create more misunder-
standing than illumination" (Cross 3: 63) While Middlemarch presents
most communication as a "good thing," the novel also expresses a deep
skepticism about language's ability to represent reality and about people's
ability to interpret each other's representations. Just as Dorothea's short-
sightedness provides a literal, laughable portrayal of the characters' inabil-
ity to see, Mrs. Garth's advocacy of correct grammar ("so you should be
undetstood") offers an equally amusing caricature of their struggles to com-
municate (169). Middlemarch abounds with skewed perceptions and mis-
readings, but they are never the result of myopia or grammatical mistakes.
Fred's bold assertion that "all choice of words is slang" seems much closer
to Eliot's Own position on language, a slippery medium that offers glorious
opportunities to communicate and create (67). While the narrator regrets
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that "we all of us ... get our thoughts entangled in metaphors," the rich
assemblage of figures she offers celebrates the chaotic web of language (57).
Misunderstandings, Eliot implies, originate not in the language network

itself but in people's irresponsible use of it. As innocent Dorothea marvels at
Casaubon's mind, the narrator reflects, "signs are small measurable things,
but interpretations are illimitable" (15). She repeats her warning when
describing the townspeople's reading of Lydgate, reflecting that a man "may
be puffed and belauded, envied, ridiculed, counted upon as a tool and fallen
in love with ... and yet remain virtually unknown-known merely as a clus-
ter of signs for his neighbors' false suppositions" (96). While the threads of
language penetrate everywhere, they will not always be spun into connec-
tions based on keen observation and sympathetic understanding.V

Networks of Desire

For both Eliot and Lewes, weaving represents the working of consciousness.
Not all of the connections the mind makes are valuable, however, and both
writers use webs to depict the "wadding" of personal delusions as well as
the vital links of productive thoughr.e'' When Lewes quotes Eliot in The
Physical Basis of Mind, he draws on her imagery to condemn scientists
"spinning an insubstantial universe" of untested theory. For Lewes, "the
superstition of the nerve cell" is just such a web, a sticky mesh whose
strands fill scientists' heads but lead to no solid structure in the outside
world. Like any hypothesis created from personal desires alone, imaginary
anatomy is a web spun purely from within.
For Eliot, the spinning of inward consciousness occurs constantly, and

when unchecked by meaningful communication with others, it creates ego-
tistical fantasies isolating a mind from the world. In Casaubon, for instance,
suspicion and jealousy are "constantly at their weaving work" (290).
Because the scholar sees Will and Dorothea only in terms of their effect on
him, he can feel only "that proud narrow sensitiveness which has not mass
~nough to spare for transformation into sympathy, and quivers thread-like
In small currents of self-preoccupation" (193). Like the pitiful cobweb of
premarital. acquaintanceship, Casaubon's net is insubstantial, strung with
weak and inadequate material. Sympathetic connections-based on aware-
ness of other I ' f I· k h d . .peop e s ee mgs-ma e ar y cables, but associations created
from selfish, limited perspectives are only the finest threads.

Unhappy Bulstrode, who has been spinning personal fictions for years,
has created a tissue of lies so finely woven that he has almost screened off his
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view of the world. In this hypocritical character, who has acquired his
wealth by concealing his knowledge of Will's parentage, "the years had
been perpetually spinning [his pleas] into intricate thickness, like masses of
spider-web, padding the moral sensibility" (426). Far feebler than a true
communications net, such a structure will collapse when forced to incorpo-
rate external facts. Just as Lewes predicts the dissolution of "imaginary
anatomy," Eliot's narrator remarks, "we are all humiliated by the sudden
discovery of a fact which has existed very comfortably and perhaps been
staring at us in private while we have been making up our world entirely
without it" (228). In science and everyday life, genuine knowledge can be
constructed only by observing and by comparing one's experiences to those
of others.
Eliot's most powerful representation of egotistical perception is her fasci-

nating pier-glass metaphor:

Your pier-glass or extensive surface of polished steel made to be rubbed by a
housemaid, will be minutely and multitudinously scratched in all directions;
but place now against it a lighted candle as a center of illumination, and lo!
the scratches will seem to arrange themselves in a fine series of concentric cir-
cles round that little sun. It is demonstrable that the scratches are going
everywhere impartially, and it is only your candle which produces the flatter-
ing illusion of a concentric arrangement, its light falling with an exclusive
optical selection. These things are a parable. The scratchesare events, and the
candle is the egoism of any person now absent. (182)

Strictly speaking, this illusory pattern of scratches is not a web. It consists of
concentric circles, whereas a web depends on intersecting lines. Arguing that
the web image has its origin in geometry, Selma Brody believes that it
reflects Eliot's passion for mathematics. Because a web has geometrical sym-
metry, she points out, "every intersection is the equivalent of any other, yet
from the viewpoint of anyone intersection the entire lattice seems centered
on that particular point" ("Physics in Middlemarch" 45). As a symbolic
image, this parable bears a close affinity to Eliot's networks of knowledge,
language, and personal fantasy. Like the web metaphors, the pier-glass
parable urges readers to rethink their perceptions and strive toward a more
global vision by comparing their views with those of others.

In their references to innumerable fine lines, both the web and the pier-
glass metaphors suggest Faraday's lines of force29 In his Fragments of Sci-
ence for Unscientific People, John Tyndall asks his readers to "look with
your mind's eye at the play of forces around a magnet." When a magnet IS

placed under a paper with fine pieces of iron wire scattered over it,. he
writes, the fragments will "embrace the magnet in a series of beautIful
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Michael Faraday's (above) and John Tyn-
dall's (left) representations of the lines of
force around magnets. (Michael Faraday,
Experimental Researches in Electricity, 3
vols., London: Richard Taylor and William
Francis, 1839-55, vol. 3, plate 4, fig.2, and
John Tyndall, Fragments of Science [New
York: Appleton], 1: 362.)

curves." As we view these lovely patterns of fine lines, "we soon recognize a
brotherhood between the larger phenomena of Nature and the minute
effects which we have observed in our private chambers" (1: 363-64). The
lines of force that Tyndall describes, however, are a scientific "fiction"
woven to explain the action of magnetic forces. They do not exist in space,
although the magnet does arrange the metal fragments into actual lines. In
Eliot's metaphor, the light of egotistical vision creates a pattern that seems
equally real. The magnet and the egotistical eye are not perfectly analogous,
because the magnet exerrs an actual physical force whereas the eye merely
observes, creating structures only in the mind. Both, however, help to pro~
duce the patterns that the mind perceives. Eliot's pier glass, like her webs,
depicts the play of forces among which individuals live and rnove.J''

In the society Eliot depicts, all individuals are magnets of sorts, and the
forces they exert are their desires. These longings make up yet another web,
created by the interferen f h ' 31 ikce patterns 0 t elf many intersecting lines. Li e
knowledge Eliot sugge t d . ,

, S S, esire IS a woven text. Unbeknownst to Lydgate,
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Rosamond has "woven a little future" with him in it (80). And Peter
Featherstone's relatives, discovering the existence of multiple wills, fear that
"there might be such an interlacement of poor Peter's former and latter
intentions as to create endless 'lawing'" (230). To maintain one's identity in
such an environment and to exert a valuable and meaningful influence upon
others, one must be aware of the way other people's forces influence one in
turn. To do "great work for the world," one must feel the desires of one's
neighbors and see one's own wishes from the perspective of the social body.

Conclusion: The Sympathetic Network

Like the physicists and physiologists of her day, Eliot used networks to rep-
resent the transmission of information, the construction of knowledge, the
play of language, and the operation of desire. In their daily lives, she and the
scientists encountered the same images of communications networks, and in
all of their writing, web metaphors emerge in passages promoting circula-
tion and connectedness. It is hardly surprising that in a culture building
communications nets, writers should see them in the body, in communities,
and in the structure of knowledge itself. Also like the web metaphors of
some scientists, Eliot's imagery serves a moral system. Like Lewes's, Eliot's
images of interconnected points remind readers that life and mind have
meaning only in relation to entire organisms. While each individual cell con-
tributes to the being of which it is a part, it is never independent of that
organism. Sympathy, for Eliot and Lewes, is as essential to society as it is to
the body.

The word "sympathy" recurs throughout Eliot's writing, arising as fre-
quently in her essays and letters as in her fiction. In "The Natural History of
German Life," she asserts that "the greatest benefit we owe to the artist ...
is the extension of our sympathies" (Eliot, "National History," 582). For
Eliot, sympathy means not just shared feelings but any sort of communica-
tion leading to genuine understanding and mutual agreement. She and
Lewes, for instance, had a "lively sympathy" on the subject of proofreading
(George Eliot Letters 5: 98). In the eigliteenth century, sympathetic connec-
tions were believed to keep bodily organs informed of each other's condi-
tions. Eliot's extensive use of the term reveals the many parallels she saw
between organic and social relationships.

For Eliot, morality began with an awareness of how one's life affected the
lives of others. In Middlemarch, the narrator comments ironically that "we
are most of us brought up in the notion that the highest motive for not doing
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a wrong is something irrespective of the beings who would suffer the
wrong" (172). There is, she implies, an alternative motive: an honest con-
sideration of how one's action might hurt other people. When describing
Bulstrode's moral decay, Eliot implies that human feelings, not accepted
ideas, should govern our behavior. "There is no general doctrine," pro-
claims the narrator, "which is not capable of eating out our morality if
unchecked by the deep-seated habit of direct fellow-feeling with individual
fellow-men" (428). Like the scientific methods she studied, Eliot's morality
is inductive, a body of hypotheses always receptive to new inputs. "A moral
system," she writes, "to govern society, must accommodate itself to com-
mon characters and mingled motives" (Pratt xli). When she depicts a web of
social relationships, her thinking reflects the scientists' not because she
directly incorporated their ideas but because they all subscribed to many of
the same codes of ethics.
Like one's body, Eliot believes, one's moral sense develops in a dynamic,

ongoing process. When the narrator asserts that "we are all of us born in
moral stupidity, taking the world as an udder to feed our supreme selves,"
she implies that this lamentable state is merely a beginning, a phase that can
(though will not necessarily) be outgrown (146). Sympathy, the novel
implies, is not an endowment. Sympathy grows, and one must always
encourage its growth. To progress beyond this stage, one needs "the reme-
dial influences of pure, natural human relations" (Haight 341). The more
one interacts with others, Eliot believes, the more one will learn about the
real meaning of one's actions.
For Eliot, one learns to form sympathetic connections by developing

one's vision. To a certain degree, she asks readers to suppress their selfish
perspectives as scientists supposedly do, in order to achieve a more "objec-
tive" view. This initial distancing, she hopes, will make people feel their
"participation in a wider structure" (Cosslett 74). Eliot knows such an
assessment of scientific vision is naive, of course; one need only read Lewes's
discussions of nerve cells to see how deeply a scientist can be involved in his
theories. Like Tyndall's, the vision that Eliot demands is both objective and
subjective. She decries egotistical perception but demands sympathetic
identification with others (Miller, "Optic and Semiotic" 136). Lewes and
Tyndall pointed out the central role of imagination in science, and Eliot asks
that her readers use their imaginations to envision their position in a com-
plex social organism.

Dorothea's visual and moral development in Middlemarch illustrates
what Eliot saw as all people's potential to learn and grow. Her heroine
begins with a "fanaticism of sympathy," but her sensitivity proves valueless
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until she understands her relationships with others (Middlemarch 152).
Eliot liked to laugh at herself, and Dorothea's childhood belief in "the grat-
itude of wasps and rhe honorable susceptibility of sparrows" shows the
author's awareness that even respect for one's fellow creatures can be taken
to unrealistic extremes (150). Dorothea is flawed, above all in her vision,
but her modest, unhistorical success offers hope to all who read her history.
Her final feeling of connection to "that involuntary, palpitating life" is one
that all people can achieve if they learn to see themselves as intersections in
a network rather than as the foci of concentric circles (544).
Like Lewes's nerve nets, Eliot's web metaphors convey the organic struc-

ture of society (Shuttleworth 3-5). Her images repeatedly suggest that the
best vision, the best knowledge, and the best action are all based on the
awareness of connections-on consciousness of one's position in a web. As
a cross-point in a network, a human being can both influence and be
influenced. Eliot agrees with Lewes that "a human being ... is a very won-
derful whole, the slow creation of long interchanging influences" (Middle-
march 282). Like Ramon y Cajal, she celebrates the open, dynamic nature
of the human mind. Her conclusion, that "there is no creature whose
inward being is so strong that it is not greatly determined by what lies out-
side it," is nowhere near as pessimistic as it sounds (577). While it promises
the thwarting of much human desire, it does not preclude happiness.
Unhappiness, she suggests, comes from spinning desires without considering
one's position in the social web.

Eliot's praise for the railroad and telegraph networks which were "mak-
ing self-interest a duct for sympathy" reflects her profound belief that com-
munication fosters moral growth. Though built for profit, these networks
promised to connect communities just as the nervous system connected all
regions of the body, and the sympathy they made possible was a cause for
celebration.
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non seulemenr comme plus probable, mais aussi comme plus encourageante. Un
reseau continu pre-etabli-sorte de grillage de fils relegraphiques au ne peuvent se
creer ni de nouvelles stations ni de nouvelles lignes--esr quelque chose de rigide,
d'immuable, d'imrnodifiable, qui heurte Ie sentiment que nous avons tous que l'or-
gane de la pensee est, dans certaines limites, malleable et susceptible de perfection,
surtout durant l'epoque de son dheloppement, au moyen d'une gymnastique men-
tale bien dirigee. Si nous ne craignions pas d'abuser des comparaisons, nous
defendrions notre conception en disant que l'ecorce cerebrale est pareille a un jardin
peuple d'arbres innombrables, les cellules pyramidales, que, grace a une culture
intelligenre, peuvenr multiplier leurs branches, enfoncer plus loin leurs racines, et
produire des fleurs et des fruits chaque fois plus varies et exquis" (467-68).

21. In his study of Lewes's defense of vivisection, Richard Menke reports that
Lewes had always wanted to be a physician but left medicine because he could not
bear to see patients in pain ("Fiction as Vivisection" 619).

22. While the rapid development of telegraphic networks accounts for
Helmholtz's and DuBois-Reymond's use of the telegraph metaphor in the 1850s, it
does not explain why scientists continued to use it in the 1860s and 1870s when
Lewes, by 1877, found it worthless. Possibly their reliance on telegraphy early in
their careers to create models of neuronal transmission led them to retain the
metaphor even when telegraphic networks were changing from an exciting novelty
into a dreary cultural fact.

Chapter 3

1. Patrick J. McCarthy proposes that Middlemarch's webs were "derived from
the scientific vocabulary" of Lewes and Xavier Bichar (805).

2. P. di Pasquale finds that "Eliot's ideas are often ... embodied in images," and
Selma Brody believes that Eliot uses metaphors as scientists use their models (P. di
Pasquale 426; Brody, "Physics in Middlemarch" 52).

3. 1n Europe, the standardization of time occurred surprisingly late, and it was
the growth of society's new nerve networks that brought it about. Henry Booth's
1845 pamphlet urging the British to adopt standard time depicts a centralized com-

munications network as a national nervous system acting as a will in a national
body. "There is sublimity in the idea of a whole nation stirred by one impulse," he
wrote, "in every arrangement one common signal regulating the movements of a
mighty people" (Simmons 346). Before the early 1840s, it had been generally
accepted that time varied from place to place, but "nobody moved fast enough to

notice" (Simmons 345). The development of national railways made standardization
essential, not just for the maintenance of schedules hut for the avoidance of deadly
accidents. In 1852, a special telegraph line was constructed to transmit time signals
fr?m the Royal Observatory along most of the major British railways, and Green-
w,~h Mean Time was adopted throughout England (Simmons 346). While a few
vOices protested "railway-time aggression" as an encroachment on local authority,
most cities accepted the standard. Brussels and Paris were connected to the Royal
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Observatory in 1853 and 1854, respectively, and its signals were soon received
throughout Europe (Simmons 346). The railways created a new consciousness of
time, and their timetables encouraged people to plan not just their travels but many
of their daily activities in terms of prearranged schedules (Simmons 184). By allow-
ing people to predict the movements of bodies and machines, the timetable proved
ideal for organizing the lives of students and workers. Although designed for the rail-
ways, it was "widely adaptable to the closer regulation of society at large ... a fusion
of the new language of technology with the familiar one of order and control" (Sim-

mons 184),
4. In the United States, where land was cheaper than labor, the rails were laid

according to geographical contours, and the technical requirements of these curved
lines led to the development of longer, more open railway cars. The railway cutting,
resulting from the demand for straight, level lines, was far more common in England

than in America (Schivelbusch 96-99).
5. The conventions of nineteenth-century iconography suggest that Hudson is

the spider, not the fly. A. E. Brehm's popular IIlustriertes Thierleben (1869) depicts

spiders in exactly the same position (684-85).
6. John Clark Pratt, who edited Eliot's Middlemarch notebooks, has been

unable to locate the source of this reference, but 280,000 miles per second is close to

Wheatstone's figure for the velocity of electricity. This figure was frequcntl.y cited in
Victorian journals, as in the unsigned article "Electricity and the Electrical Tele-

graph" in The Comhill Magazine (67),
7. From this point on, Eliot wrote steadily, completing the novel in September

1872. It was published in four installments between December 1871 and December

1872, '
8. Joy Hooton observes that Eliot is "at pains to ullcoverthc effects of Time" 111

Middle1llarch and that she depicts it as a "dense, spatial medium" (188).
9. Di Pasquale argues that the plot of Middlemarch was "consciously based" on

a web as a structural framework (428). h. f £1" I Selma Brody proposes t at
10. In an important new reading 0 lot s nove, . '

. . d 1 f iet which is based on the Kinetic
Middlemarch contains "an Ingemous mo e 0 SOCley
Theory of Gases" ("Physics in Middlemarch" 42). ; , d. d b T d 11' parricles as Eliot was, an an

11. Lewes was every bit as intngue Y yo as. . '. 1 hi h siological writings as It was to
understanding of kinetics was as essentla to IS p Y bl 'd i "the highest pro ems m sta-
her realistic fiction. In May 1871, Lewes was stu y ng "f 1-, EI' 's norebook to waves 0 010
tics and dynamics" (Haight 435). A reference, In .Iot d II Le but most

h rb either Tyn a or wes,
ecular motion" may reflect her exc anges WI (P 481, f h . iecrs to her own ratr .
importantly it shows the close affinity a t ~Ir !'roJ f II rheor "clearly played

12. Patrick J. McCarrhy believes that Elio~: s~~~:I~ (;~5). His~ology, he pomrs
a part in her choice of central metaphor for t

d "h' t "or "web"out, is derived from the Greek war IS OS, F' h mOIstXavier Blchat
(1801) rene anatO

13. In his textbook General Anatomy 'f ,',sues He pro-11 ounds 0 twenty·one I .
had argued that bodily organs were rea y comp. k d ' health and dlscase,

Id d dhow bodies war e ,10
posed that physicians cou un erstan






